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India in whole is darned with many places that captivate tourists with its tremendous beauty and
enamor. From where ever one plans to explore this magnificent country, he gets an unforgettable
experience that keeps visitors transfix for a long period of time. One such wonderful tour is Golden
Triangle tour which includes tour to New Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.

Golden Triangle tour to India is squalled so because of the triangular shape formed by the locations
of New Delhi, Agra and Jaipur on the Indian map. Darned with the wealth and richness of
antediluvian splendor, this leisure tour is a must for those who want to experience the fertile culture
of the country.

Delhi:  Delhi is the straggling and beguiling capital city of India. This city is internationally
acknowledged due to the presence of world famous heritage sites and historical monuments. Fast
pacing life style and plethora of visit able sites make Delhi a most gratifying experience for the
tourists. Red Fort, the Qutub Minar and Humayun's Tomb are the well known draws of this capital
city. Apart from this there are 1200 heritage sites which can be dig into. Street food and shopping
options are illimitable here; you can savor the spicy food while indulging into shopping.

Agra: Agra is a city which is known for the symbol of love; â€˜Taj Mahalâ€™ settled along the banks of
Yamuna River and is one of the Seven Wonders of the World. This is a masterpiece of Mughal
design and construction, which magnetizes people from all over the globe. Apart from Taj Mahal,
you can also visit Fatehpur Sikri, Jama Masjid, Ram Bagh and Sikandra fort in this tremendously
blessed city. There are many gardens which gives city a serene environment. Swami Bagh, Ram
Bagh and Mehtab Bagh are few of them.

Jaipur: Jaipur, popularly known as the pink city, is a city of rulers and the capital of Rajasthan. Being
one of the finest planned cities in the country, this metropolis is the important destination to be
explored while on your Golden Triangle tour.  It is bristled by forts, monuments, temples and
gardens that give you a glance of the past, culture and tradition of the state.

The Golden Triangle is a classic introduction to Indian cornucopia. Planning one for you will leave
you with the most amazing and enchanting moments that you will cherish for a life time.
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Annie Smith - About Author:
Annie is an expert adviser for traveling having years of experience in the Travel industries. Get all
possible information for the cheap and numerous package a tours  to India, cheap India holidays,
book your ticket in advance so you will not face any problem at the last moment for your a Golden
Triangle Tour to India.
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